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Abstract. In the past few years many algprilluns for 4iscovering frequent subgraphs 
in graph databases have been proposed. However,.most of these ·methods. are limited 
to finding only relatively small fragments or restrict tlie discovereds.tructures in other 
ways, which makes them not very useful for applications ill biOChemistry. Recently 
the authors of the original gSpan. algorithm have·shoWn hoW the usage of closed frag
ments can considerably speed up their algorithm. However, the main limitation to 
small fragments still retruiins. In this .paper we· shoW how the more versatile search 
algorithm underlying MoFacan bene~t from using'C\osed:fragments as well and how 
'the concept of perfect extensions,quite naturally alloWs 10 prune the underlying search 
tree. We demonstrate how this results in considerable si>eect-ups on the NCI's mv 
database. 
Keywords: closed fragn:iellts, substructure miriirig, graphs, moll'CUles, pruning 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 
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FInding common features ill large sets of molecules is a frequently reoccurring problem in 
IDlIIlY biological or chemica] applications. Examples include drug discovery, where the goal 
is to identify common properties that mOlec.ules share which were identified as "active" in a 
so.-called High-ThroughputScr.een. Such screens tYpically produCe activity informati()il for 
hundreds ()fili()usands of molecules. Other examples are~compound synthesis .• i.e. the.gener
ation.ofnew molecules based on so-called virtual libraries. The ability to predict .chances of 
.a successful synthesis before it is being attempted can save valJIable resources. Again, results 
for hundreds of thousands of-attempted syntheses exiSt from which.knowledgecan be derived. 
In all these cases there exist-maIlypossible modes of action, that is, reasons why a specific 
molecule interacts with the sample or wbya synthesis. fails or sucgleds; are manifold. This 
makes it extremely hard to identify the righ.t features to use. In sharp contrast to many other 
.data mining problems, this is nOl a simple problem (if 'feature reduction but really a prob
'lem of'finding suitable ways to describe.molecules. In the pasfbiologists and chemistS have 
spend much time developing just the right ways to describe molecules. ranging from simple 
one,.dimensional measurements to enormously complex,. thousand.dimensional descriptors: 
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• simple one-dimensional descriptors measure molecular weight, number of hydrogen don~rs 
or acceptors, or rotatable bonds among many others. ' 

• 2D descriptors model the connectivity of a molecule. Prominent examples are binary 
feature vectors where each bit represents a specific constellation of atoms, for example 
interesting substructUral elements such as aromatic rings or amino groups but also simpler 
fea,tures such as specific atom-atom pairs. These so-calledjingerprints can range from a 
few hundred to several thousand bits. ' 

• 3D shape descriptors try to map a molecule to a 3D grid and attempt to model differences 
in geometry, that is their physical coverage of 3D space. Related approaches measure 
electrostatic properties at points 'in 3D space or other surface properties. 

It is obvious that none of the methods above will be able to model all possible aspects of 
possible interactions between molecules. Sometimes simple 3D shape is sufficient - although 
quite often this only matters for part of a molecule, making matters complicated aga:Jn since a 
possible sim,ilarity measure would need to weight different parts of the molecules differently. 
S.ometimes: the part of a molecule which is important can be described through the combina
tio.n '0[\1 few bits o( a fingerprint or by a small 2D fragment, litel'lllly asubgraph of the entire 
moleCule. ' 

This latest approach is particularly interesting to the chemist bec,ause the resulting model 
can be easily interpreted. 

1.2 Mining Molecular Fragments 

Finding fragments ina database of chemical structUreS is inherently different from the clas
sical task of building a classification model for an arbitrary dataset The latter foc,uses on 
finding one common model that summarizes the underlying dependencies fQr the entire data 
set. However, such an approach is futile for many chemical data. sets l because the undedying 
model consists of many different modes of action, which would need to be modeled indepen
dently. In addition it is almost certain that not aU data points will be eJi:pWnal:ile at alL thus 
making the usual target of perfect classification impossible (and unimportant!) to achieve. 
It is .therefore 'much more suitable to extract individual, local models ("bit,s&pieces of evi
dence") that describe different types of che.mical or biological interaction' that result in the 
same outcome, e.g. inhibition of a certain activity in a drug discovery context. 

For the extraction of frequent or discriminative fragments, various methods have been de
scribed recently. All of them are based on methods borrowed from the assodatjon rule .min
i~g ~ommunity, in particular the Apriori algorithm [ II and the Eclat approach [14]. Whereas 
Apriori essentially implements a breadth-first search, Eclat follows a depth-first approach. 
The difference to the classical application of these algorithms - finding frequentoccuuences 
of bits in large collections of high-dime,nsional bitvectors - can be summarized nicely when 
looking at the two main steps of bOth methods, n!lmely Candi<!ate Generation and, Support 
Computation. 

• Candidate Generation: Generating new fragments is usually based on: the previous s,et of 
smaller fragments. In a bit vector based domain such candidate generaii6n is relatively 

1 We s\ln\)lif:/ lhi.ngs slightly by ignoring very focused libraries that target one single mode of action very 
late in ,the'drug discovery process, 
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s.traightforw~, for graph~ this becomes a more challenging task, since there are poten
tially many different candidates to consider and it is not trivial to avoid generation of 
duplicates. 

• Suppon Computatum: Again, this step is rel~tively easy for bit vectors. For graphs, how
ever, the support computation requires ·a test on subgraph isomorphism, which essentially 
Tequires an embedding2 of a fragment into each molecule in the database. Subgraph em
bedding has been shown to be NP complete [4], so this becomes - especially for larger 
fragments - prohibitively expensive. 

Quite a number of different approaches exist to date to find frequent fragments in molecular 
databases. Some examples are MolFea [7], FSG [8], gSpan [12], MoFa [2] and the relatively 
new FFSM [6] (a more detailed discussion on this class of algorithms can be fonnd in [l ID. 
Quite a few of them concentrate only on a subset of the problems mentioned above, in par
ticular many of them ignore the prob,lem of support computation and rely on available graph 
embedding toolkits, which makes them applicable to finding small fragments only since graph 
embedding is computationally extremely expensive if not optimized carefully. 

All these algorithms have in common that they operate on graphs. Besides 'there are also 
other approaches relying for instance on methods from Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), 
where molecules are essentially encoded as lists of basic facts and the result is a combina
tion-of facts (usually based on first prder logic) which is compatible with both, positive and 
negative examples [3]. 

In the next sections we want to~ncentrate on one of the graph based approaches, MoFa, 
and have a deeper look into it 

1.3 Mining Closed Fragments using MoFa 

In the following sections we will describe how an app(oach presented earlier in [13] can be 
used to speed up MoFa considerably. The method described in [13] concentrates, on so-ealled 
closed fragments, that is, fragments w here no larger s~per-fragment occurs in exactly the 
same examples of the molecular database., Doing this allows them to prune their search tree, 
which achieves speedups of 1-2 orders of magnitUde. However, the resulting algorithm is still 
restricted to the discovery of fairly small ,fragments. In addition, they only report results on 
small subsets (~ 1000 molecules) ofthe lllV database [9] , suggesting problems with larger 
databases. 

In this paper we show how the concept of closed fragments can be incorporated into the 
depth-first mining algorithm used by MoFa. We introduce perfect extensions, that is, exten
sions t!tat do_ not alter the numbyr of 'occurrences in the underlying database. Such perfect 
extenslons will be executed before any other alternative is explored, which results in substan
tial speedups. 

In the following we will summarize: the algorithm underlying MoFa before we show 
-experimental results on the Natiollal Cancer InsititUle's HIV data [9]. 

2Ao embedding is the same as ;l subgrnph isomorphism but nonnally the isomorphism is cached for later 
rellSe thus the different name. 
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2 Fragment Mining with MoFa 

As stated above, the goal of molecular fragment mining is to find discriminative fragments in 
a .database of molecules, which are ·grouped i~to diffe(ent classes, for e"ample based on dif
ferent levels of activity. To achieve this, theaJgorithm presented iiJ [2] represents molecules as 
attributed graphs and perfonns a depth first search on a tree of.fi::lIgments. Stepping down o.ne 
level in this search tree corresponds to. extending a fragment by addiitg a bond. and maybe. an 
ato.m (no new atom is added if we close a ring for example). The important difference to other 
approaches)s that for each fragment a list of embeddings into. the availablemo.lecules is main
tained, From this list, the subsequent list o.f embeddings fer all its extensio.ns when stepping 
down alo.llg a branch o.f the fragment tree can easily be co.nstructed. As a co.nsequence, expen
sive re.:embeddings (i.e. subgraph isomorphism tests) of fragments are not necessary and we 
only generate fragments t1iat occur In at least oJie molecule o.f the database. This.maintenance 
of current embeddings is the main reason why this method outperfo.rms ether approaches -
especIally for larger fragments. The suppo.rt of a fragment (the number o.f mo.lecules it is 
co.ntained in) is then determined by simply counting the number o.f different molecules ·these 
embeddings refer to.. If the support of a fragment is high in the set of active molecules and low 
in the seto.f inactive mo.lecules it is reported as a discriminative fragment Note. that iii {2] it is 
also·mentio.ned that in mo.s.t cases it is sufficient to report on1y those fragments fer wMch.the 
sUPPOrt values ·aoe different from the previous node, thus already reporting whatis.denotedas 
closedftagmenJsin [13]. But in contrast the original MoFa algorithm does not:Inakefurther 
use of this pro.perty during the search process. 

The important ingredients o.f the algo.rithm are different search tree pruning methods, 
which can becatego.rized as fellows: 

• size based pruni1!g: which simply cuts off branches when nodes· represent fragments with 
more. than a predefined n!lmber o.f bonds and/or atoms (and is seldomly used), 

• sUPMr:f based pruning: which cuts off branches fer whi.ch fragments 40 not have em~
dings in a sufficiently large number o.f molecules (this corresponds to tbe usual support 
base9 pruning in assochitionrule mining), and 

• stnictural pruning: which is the most important and unfo.rtunately also.mo.st complicated 
part. It is based en a definitio.n o.f local orderings for the extensions,of a f~gment, w~ich 
eliminates most, but not all, generatio.ns of redundant fragments. Since we generate arbi
r,rarily fo.rmed, connected subgraphs, we need to. avo.id the gep~f!ltio.n of Jhe sallle frag
ment in diffel:eIifbranches of the search tree. In a depth first search we would not be.able 
to d.elete fragments. See [2] for details. 

Since fer the following the traversal of the search tree is important, let us briefly disyuss 
a smafl example. Figure 1 shews the amino acids clycin. cysrein and serin (hydrogens and 
charges ·are negJected). The upper part of the tree (or forest ·ifthe empty fragment at the root 
is remo.v~) which is traversed by the original Mo.Fa algorithm for these molecules .is shown 
in Figure 2. :The first level co.Jltains individual ato.ms, the second co.nnected Pl!irs o.f atoms 
and so. on. The dots indicate subtrees that are not depicted in order to simplify the figure. 
The numbers next to these dots list the number .of remaining fragments in these subqees, 
indicating the total size of tlie tree. 

The order in which the atoms on the first level of the tree are processed, is determined by 
their frequency of occurrence in the molecules. Th.e least frequent atom type is cQnsidered 
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Figure I: The amino acids c1ycin, cyslein and serio 
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Figure 2: The tree of fragmenrs for the amino acids example 
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first. Therefore the algorithm ,starts on the left by embedding a sulfur atom into the exam
ple molecules. That is, the molecules are searched fer sulfur atoms and their locatio.ns are 
recorded. In o.ur example there is only one sulfur 'atom .in cystein, which leads to o.ne em
bedding of this (one ato.m) fragment This fragment' is then extended (depth first search) by 
a single bond and a carbon atom (-C), which produces the· fragment s-c on the next leveL 
.All ether· extensions o.f fragmentnhat are generated by going down one level in the tree are 
created in an analogpus way. 

If a fragment allows for mere than o.ne extensjol! (as is the case, for instance, fer the 
fi::lIgmen!:S o-c and S -c -C -C), we S9rtthem according to the10cal ordering rules mentioned 
above. The main purpose o.f this. local order is to prevent certain extensions to. be generated, 
in order to avoid redundant search. Fer instance, tbe fragment s-c-c-c-o is not extended 
by adding a single bend to. a nitrogen atom at the second. carbon atom, because this extensio.n 
has already been considered in the subtree rooted at the left sibling of this fragment. 

Furthermore, in the subtree rooted. at the nitrogen atom, extensions by a bond to a sulfur 
atom are ruled out, since all fragments containing'a sulfur atom have already been considered 
in the tree rooted at the sulfur atom. Similarly; neither sulfur nor nitrogen are considered in 
the tree .rooted at the o.xygen atom, and the rightmost tree contains fragments iliat consist o.f 
cai:bo.n atoms o.nly. 

Up to now we o.nly described how the search tree is organized, i.e., the manner in which 
the candidates for discriminative fragments are generated and the o.rder in which they are 
considered. However, in an application this search tree is not traversed. completely - that 
would be much too expensive for a real world database. Since a discriminative fragment must 
be frequent in the active mplecules and extending a ftagment Cal) only reduce the support 
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(because only fewer molecules can contain it), subtrees 'can be pruned as soon as the support 
falls below a user-defined threshold (support based pruning). 

Discriminative fragments should also be rare in the inactive molecules, defined fonnally 
by an user-specified upper support threshold. However, this .thresholdcannot be used to prune 
the search tree: even if a fragment does not satisfy this threshold, its extension may (again 
extending a fragment can only reduce the· support), and thus it has to be generated. Therefore 
this threshold is only used to filter the fragments that are frequent in the active molecules. 
Only frequent fragments that satisfy this threshold are reported as discriminative fragments . 

In [2] the original fonn of this algoritluJ:t was applied, to the NCI-HIV database with 
considerable success. Several discriminative fragments were fonnd, some of which could be 
~lated to .known classes of mv inhibjtprs. These and other ~xperiIQents have demonstrl1-ted 
that Mo Fa is usually reasonably fast. 

3 Perfect extension pruning 

3.1 Closed fragments and perfect exre.nsions 

The concept of closed itemsets was first introduced. in [10] and can easily be transferred to 
g~ap4s as was recently shown in [13]. The id~behind it, is quite 'simple: A sub graph (0, 
fragm:ent) is said to be closed if there does not exist a suil¢tgraph that has the same support 
values. Figure 3 illustrates this defintion. It shows part of the' search tree MoFa.creates.for the 

o 
CI- ~ -C-N 

I 
o 

o 
n II 

S--C - N-C 0-- ~~ -C-N 

Figure 3: Part of a MoFa search tree with closed fragIn!!nts being'highlighted 

three molecules shown in the top left corner. The tree is built f01lowing the rules explained in 
section 2. Three of the fragments are circled', these are'closetl fra~ents. S- C-N for example 
occurs in the same'number of molecules as its ancestors S - Cand S. Hence those two are not 
closed. On the other hand, any fragment th~t is bigger th!\Il S- C-'N has a,lower support, so it 
is indeed a closed fragment. The same hOfds for the-other two circled structures. Obviously 
every complete molecule is a closed fragment l1-S well, so we d.onot.mention this explicitly. 

The fact that not all subgraphs in the 'lattice are dosed can now be used'to prune· the search 
tree in a dramatic fashion if the user is onlyinter~ted mthese closed structures, For most 
applications of finding fragments in molecuiar databases, this is indeed the main Jocus sinc~ 
the user is interested in the largest, di~native substructure and not the smallest or other 
intermlXli«te QUOli. . 
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To make use of fuis new constraint we first introduce so-called perfect extensions. An 
extension of an existing fragment is perfect, if the following three conditions hold: 

1. The number of embeddings must be the same as the embeddings of the parent fragment, 

2. the numbetof supported molecules must be the same as for the parent fragment, 

3. the number of embeddings in each single molecule must be the same as for the parent 
fragment. 

Of course, for all fragments fulfilling condition 3 the other two conditions hold as well. We 
mention them separately because the test for the number of embeddings (condition 1) is very 
cheap (we only have to compare the· length of the embedding lists) and thus can be used as 
a shortcut cnterion~. The ~heck for ·the second condition is also cheaper than the third test. 
Hence the test for J:!!!Perfect extensions is quite fast whereas a positive result needs more 
computations. 

The reason why the third condition is crucial will become clear once we have explained 
the complete pruning process in 'the next section. 

3.2 The pruning process in MoFa 

The idea underlymg closed fragment pruning in MoFa is the following: After the extensions 
for an already discovered fragment have been created (and pruned using the standard tech
niques) MoFa checks, if there. are any perfect extensions among them. Once such a perfect 
extension has been found all other extensions are deleted and only the fragment belonging to 
thepetfect one is extended further. If we apply this step to the search tree in Figure 3 we can 
prune it, resulting~in the 'one shown in Figure4. The highlighted fragment S-C is a perfect 
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Fig1lre 4: The .I?runed search tree taking into account perfect extensions. 

extension of S and therefore the other branch that yields s-o is pruned. Note that S-C is 
a.perfect ~tension of S but is not a closed fragment. The other circled structure S - C-N is 
also a perfect extension (of'S - C) Which is why the other two branches can also be deleted. 
(S- C- N is also a c.losedfragment, however, this is irrelevant for the pruning process.) 

It is easy to see that even for this small example, the search tree is substantially smaller 
than before. However, you may have also noticed that we do' not find all closed fragments 
anymore. The fragment O-S- C-N in the left branch is miSSing and also its descendant, the 
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complete molecule. The reason for this undesirable behaviour is that the structural pruning 
interferes with the closed fragment pruning. We call1,lot ad9, the oxygen atom to S-C-N be

cause the last extended atom (conS/lamed ~tom) was tkcarbon atom and the sulfur atom has 
been added to the fragment before the carQon atom. The rules of structural pruning forbid any 
extensions that start ·at atoms that have been added to afraginent before the'constrained atom. 
Therefore we have to change these rules sligl).tly: if branches are deleted because· a perfect 
extension exists on the same level, the constrained atom;is rwt set to the atom at which the 
extension took place but instead stays the 'same as 'inthe parent fragment. In effect we are 
n;taking sure that all extensions after: :he perfect extension remain appficable. If we apply this 
rule to the example from before the resultis thellew ~h tree as shown in Figure 5. Now it 

o 
C!_ ·,: '-C-N 

i 0; 
« 

:" - C-N-C 
o R 

O-· S -C-N 

Figure 5.: The new. correctseiuch tree,after the appliCation of doSed fnigment pruning 

is possible to add the oxygen atom to. the 'perfett exteIiSionS-C-N and a new'btanth is initi
ated (circled and dashed arrows). In this bfl!Ilch MoFa finds the closed fragmentO-S-C-N 
and the, complete molecule that were missing .before. Instead of looking for extensions of 
11 fragIt)ents in the originajsearch tree· on).Y 7. fragments had to be examined iIi ·the new 
case. How this technique accelerates the niining process on real world datasets is shown in 
section 4. 
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Figure 6: Non-perfect extensions. 

shown orr th<; top of figure 6. 

Clea,rly also the size based pruning will inter" 
fere with closed fragment pruning but this does not 
J~d tollnqiscoveJ;ed fragrn,ents as js the case with 
the normal structural pruning. If branches 'are cut 
off ~.!lse thes~ctw,:es ger l~er than the user 
de"/inea. site, the biggest fragment will get reported 
but;it need not necessarily be a dosed one. 

FinaIly;weIieed to explain why the third condi
!ion i~ indeedneederl. That constraint states that·the 
numherof ,embedClings into each ' single molecule 
has to,be tbe:same for thepareI,li:and child.fr<\gment. 
Let .usassUlile that We mine on the two molecules 

The cutrent fragment is c-s-c, Which ha'S twpenlbeddings 'in the left .molecule and two 
ill tue right, We CWl create two different ell,leusions, C;-S-C-N and O-C-S-C. The first 
extension does not fulfill condition ( for perfect extensions. The second: one fulfills the first 
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two conditions but the distribution of the embeddings in the two molecules has changed. 
In the left molecule only one embedding remains but in the other one we now have three 
embeddings, If we did not haVe:: the third condition, this extension would be perfect and we 
would delete the other branch. But then the'other fragment - which is a closed one - would 
never be found. 

4 Experimental Results 

To Show the effect ofperJect ~e~ion pruning we ran experiments on the well known HIV 
.datasets from the NCI (National OmcerIns.titute [9]). As of March 2002, this library contains 
43,905 molecules· tested for their activity against the HI-virus. They are grouped into three 
classes.: 423 belong to the class CA (cJ:mfirmed active), 1083 to CM (confirmed medium 
active) and the 'rest belongs to CI {confirmed inactive)3. 

The standard appliCation of MoFa is to find discriminative fragments. That is, we would 
usually mine on molecules of class CAlCM of the HIV-data - the focus - but at the same time 
also·cany·along the'embeddings in all molecules of the other, inactive class, the complement. 
Thus MoFa would in effect mine the entire. dataset of nearly 44,000 molecules. However, 
the results presented in [1:3] were achieved by only mining on the classes CA and eM. in 
totall503 molecules. Therefore they only find fragments that are frequent in the active (and 
medium active) mol~ules but they cannot .include any upper limit on the frequency in the 
inactive molecules. In order to be able fo'present comparable results we initially also restrict 
the database to the structures in CA and eM ,and neglect all molecules in class CI. However. 
in the followfng section we will lateron also discuss results on the entire data base. 

All experiments were conducted !J,si,p.g t!te ring mining feature presented in [5]. We inter
rupted experiments with a running time exceeding two hours (which is a more or less abritrary 
choice). The el!'periments were performed on an Athlon XP 1800+ with 1GB RAM. MoFa 
wastuIi under Windows' 2000 with Java 1.4.1 and a maximum heap of 750MB, gSpan4 was 
run under su~m Linux 8.0. 

4; I Results: Findmg Frequent Fragments 

Figure 7 shows the results on the HIV-dataset. The influence of perfect extension pruning 'is 
not noticeable witll minimum support furesholds greater than 3%. However, for lower support 
thteshold values' the effect is quite. dramatic. For example at 0.8% minimum occurrence, 
MoFa with perfect extension pruning is more than. eight times faster than without. It also 
does, not pose any problems. to. find even Jess frequent structures in reasonable time whereas 
without the new pruning strategy the mining process usoo (0 take more than two hoUrs. 

We arso compared MoFa with :gSpan on this datasers. If the minimum s~pport is higher 
than 3;Q% .gSpaIl is. fasrer than MoFa (with or wit1!opt perfect extension prunIng) but if the 
threshold''is lowered, MoFa outperformsgSpan. It is 30 times faster at a threshold of2% and 
gSpan does:pot terminate withi-n two hours fpr lower support values. 

.3The authors iiJ [l3J inention only IS03CA+¢M mol'ecu!es in the March 2003 HIv database, however, the 
'~ additional structures should not affect·the results noticeably. 

• An eXecutable to run gSp3I) was' kindly provided by Xit"eng Yan and Jiawei Han. 
sKeep in ·mind that gSpan uses C++ code whereas MoFa is implemented in Java. 
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The reason why the impact of the new pruning strategy is not quite as impressive as 
reported for gSpan in [13] lies in the already very effective structural pruning. Only for rel
atively large fragments that have 'many branches perfect extension. pruning accelerates the 
mining process noticeaDly. 

4.2 Results: Finding DiscrimilUztive Fr.4gmems 

In order to demonstrate the performance of the. proposed pruning strategy in the context of 
mining-diSCriminative fragments, we aIsoperformed experiments on the ,entire.HIV database. 
This,topic i,s even more interesting to t):l.e end user, as a "good" ~gment shOlild be frequent 
in o,tie dass (the focus) and infrequent iIi the othet:(the.com'plemerit). LoOking at the HIV data 
that means, that a good candiQate fragment is often found.in molecules from cJasses CA and 
CM and rarely in molecules from CI. This makes the search process more complex as now 
more than 40.000 molecules have to be search_ 

Fimue 8 shows the results. We varie<! the support threshold iii the fOcus group (classes 
CAand CM, 1506 molecules) from 10% to 1% and:fixt<d the threshold. in tl\e complement 
class (class CI, 42,400 molecules)lo 0.1%. In order to allow a comparison we also included 
the experiments mining for frequent frag:ID-e!lts in classes: CA and CM only. 

Note how the behaviour stays essentially the same. For higher support thresholds; closed 
fragment pruning and perfect extensions do not result· in a speedup. Ho~ever, as before, for 
thresholds below ~ 3%, an ever increasing speedup is obvious. 

We can not compare these results ~ith gSpan, since the full data set was not available 
in a format accepted by the available software. However, we would 'expect a similar, if not 
better speed-up as before since gSpJUI will nee4 to compute the frequenci~ on the comple
ment database by full embeddings, wh~eas MoFa produces these embeddings in parallel 
thcouf,hout the ~earc.ll process. 
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Figwe 8: The mining time on the complete NCI-HlV data with and without perfect extension pruning. 

5 Conclus,ion and outlook 

We have .shown that it is possible to mine meaningful, discriminative molecular fragments 
frpm large databases. Using an existing algorithm that employs a depth-first strategy and a 
sophisticated ordering scheme allows to avoid costly re-embeddings throughout the candidate 
growth process, which in tum enables us to find also larger fragments. Employing the closed 
fragment concept discussed in [13] stimulated the development of the concept of perfect 
extensions, w.hich - especially during the discovery of larger fragments - resulted in speed 
ups of several orders of, magnitude. We have demonstrated how the resulting method finds 
discriminative fragments in molecuiar databases of several tens of thousands of molecules 
withi!lacceptable ~ilne. 
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